Show News – 28th July 2022

A truly international event
Following a bumper show last year, visitors to Harrogate International Nursery Fair from
16th to 18th October 2022 are in for what promises to be a bigger and more international
event than ever. As well as numerous
well-known returning brands such as
Hauck and Dorel Juvenile, this year
promises almost 40 new exhibitors –
many from overseas – giving the event a
truly international flavour.
Companies from Turkey include Casual
and Dolu Baby; from Poland Avionaut,
Eko, First Baby, Kinderkraft, Sofija Ewa
Klepacz and Scorpio; from Germany ABC
Design, Roba and Trend for Kids; from Denmark Done by Deer and Lullaby Planet.
With new companies booking almost daily, buyers attending Harrogate this year can be
certain to find an array of exciting new products from around the world, right here on their
doorstep.
If you haven’t already, don’t forget to register online at www.nurseryfair.com – and if you
have new colleagues who may not be aware of the show, be sure to send them an
invitation.

Faithful friend
Danish brand BIBS presents its Kangaroo Cuddle Cloth for babies to
love and cuddle. An indispensable essential for babies to provide
soothing security and comfort. Made from ultra-soft organic cotton,
with sweet kangaroo ears and a ring to which a baby’s pacifier can be
fastened.

The rapidly expanding BIBS collection includes the brand's
iconic pacifiers, as well as innovative baby bities, paci braids,
loops, bibs, muslin cloths, and swaddles. Further, BIBS make
beautiful infant bedding and more new collections are coming
very soon.
Visit BIBS on Stand C10
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As pure as …
Safety is at the heart of The Little Silk and the company is thrilled to
announce that it has officially been endorsed by the Lullaby Trust. This
partnership gives parents the peace of mind knowing that its silk
bedding is sleep safe. Sleeping on silk will give babies great benefits for
their hair and skin, but its breathability and hypoallergenic properties
also mean they are the safest option for babies when it comes to
bedding.
Visit The Little Silk on Stand KS12

